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口口 口 ’ 
《變奏曲》的構思來自民間音樂。其寫作主要是基于織體上的聯想，具體的 
旋律並不重要。樂曲雖然怪異，但終究與一首輕松的民間小曲別無二致。 
This Portfolio consists of three compositions in different styles that show my 
inventions in various ways. What I want to achieve in the music，is a sort of sincerity, 
although it often results in contrary. 
Quintet for Winds and Piano, its harmonic language and rhythmic combination 
are quite complex, creating rather bizarre gestures. Different forms, such as 
self-contained one, variations and multi-passages are presented in three movements 
respectively. 
I adopt folk elements from different areas in Preludes and Fugues. Despite the 
particular characters, the musical design of this set still belongs to classical European 
modals, but those dissonant harmonies and remote key modulations have their 
unusual colors. Since I was grown up with tonal music, there aren't any reasons for 
me to give up or refuse my natural bom language! 
The idea of Variations for String Quartet is come from folk music, mainly the 
imagination of textures but not concrete melodies. Although this work seems quite 
grotesquely, but there's no difference between it and a popular song. 
Wong Kong Yu 
Quintet for Flute / Piccolo, Oboe, Bassoon, Horn (in F) and 
Piano 
Duration; 12 minutes 
Score In C 






雙簧管在72-76小節的獨奏樂句:A F C G E b D，其音高為第3-4小節鋼琴和長笛 




連綴的A B C三段構成了第三樂章,A段（1 - 2 8小節)爲重複的兩句，木管和 






This work is composed for the purpose of familiarizing with different combination 
of timbres of various woodwind instruments. Therefore, the texture and character of the 
music in all 3 movements are quite different. The first movement is mainly constructed 
with continuous chord blocks’ which quite often reach a fairly high intensity. The second 
movement is weaved with short phrases getting in and out of the music. The variation of 
tempo is another unique style of this movement. Cliordal gesture gets back in the last 
movement. However, the rapid rhythm drives it a lot more exciting. 
The first movement is self-contained in structure without internal division. It is 
divided into three sentences: mm. 1 — 34, mm. 35 — 63, and mm. 64 — 76 respectively. A 
solo phrase, A F C G Eb D, in mm. 72 - 76 played by oboe, which in fact is the 
inversion of phrase in piano and flute part in mm. 3 - 4, D F# B E Bb Ab (C is omitted) 
A, creates an open ending cadence for the movement. 
A sole theme and its variations consist of the second movement. Merely repeating 
one rhythm, the theme, which is exposed by bassoon, changes its tempo constantly in the 
following sections, but later returns on the piano part vaguely since bar 152. 
Three continuous sections combine as the third movement. Section A, mm. 1 — 28, is 
two phrases in repetition. There is an interchange between woodwind and piano parts. 
Section B, mm. 29 — 72, consists of three parallel phrases. The rhythm of the third phrase 
is extracted from that of the first one but this duration is expanded in scale. The climax 
comes in section C, mm. 73 — 97，with a sudden decline in mm. 95 — 97 that recalls the 
beginning of the movement. 
An ascending melody in the exposition of the first movement (bars 1-4) gets 
re-explored before the second movement's recapitulation (barsl40-145), and also in the 
middle of the third movement on the flute (bars45-50). This ascending melody line, as a 
circulating phrase, helps to link the whole music together. 
Parts of this work have been put on stage in a concert organized by the RTHK. 
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I write this set of "Prelude and Fugue" for the purpose of refreshing my ears. 
After having this finished, I am very happy for finally having my own book of works, 
even though it's still way less than 24 sets. Other than that, making use of national 
tones in polyphonic music has always been the tradition of Chinese composers. I, 
unavoidably, have done the same thing and been immersed. 
Although far from radical, some new knowledge can still be found. Take Fugue 
No. 2 and No. 4 as examples, on one hand, the pure tonalities are kept; on the other 
hand, remote key modulations are used. This is the result of my study in 
Shostakovitch's piano fugues. 
No. 2 Prelude and Fugue imitates the folk music of Xinjiang, those persistent, 
irregular steps and Arabian modes. 
In No. 3, the Prelude adopts two folk songs from Vietnam in mm. 22-25 and 
40-47. I added a fluid like scalic passage and a four-dyads descend to describe those 
continuous sounds of strings, cymbals and gongs. The harmony is based on quartal 
chords, a sole use besides other pieces in the whole set. The fugue, which more closes 
to an invention, clearly shows the characteristics of Cantonese music. 
Prelude No. 4 is a rondo whose basic four-notes motive is come from Mongolian 
horse-fiddle music. This simple pentatonic phrase, E-E-A-G, is repeated，expanded, 
enlarged and rearranged, which become all main and subsidiary parts. And it even 
creates a sense of polytonality in the later part of this piece. At the end of the fugue, 
this motive appears again in four octaves. 
The idea of Fugue No. 1 is come from Chinese composer Luo Zhongrong's 
Rhythmic Fugue. The first three measures in this fugue can be notated as 3/8. In some 
stretto passages in mm. 56-59, 76-81 and 106-109 and the ending of tonic pedal, two 
layers of these rhythms combine and give an extra energy to the music. 
Significantly, the right hand first eight-measures melody in Prelude No. 1 was 
composed when I was sixteen years old, which is the very reason why I keep its purity 
here. I harmonized the melody differently when it reappears. And it expands its time 
value, becomes the middle part of the piece (mm. 34-62). 
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Wong Kong Yu 
Variations for String Quartet 














A very popular folksong is arranged in unison for four voices. They continuously 
group into different patterns and become many short phrases. For those voice parls 
that have silent passages, for examples, mm. 84-114 and the coda, the music looks 
like a duet but in fact the four-part structure is still there. It is just that a few parts arc 
silent temporarily. This particular musical style can be called as structuralism, but if 
you know Jiangnan Sizhu (Silk and Bamboo Ensemble Music in Southern China), 
you will understand the origin of my musical notion. 
From the length of each phrase to that of the whole piece, the use of notes is 
highly related to the original song. In mm. 3-15, 16-38 and 65-87, the theme is 
self-contained; from mm. 92-165, the theme is fragmented as if the development 
section. Spreading over the chords in mm. 166-182, we can see the complete folk song-
I treat this passage as a false recapitulation. 
The music is written in ABA from, I hope the slow section from mm. 166-182 
becomes the heart of the piece: those condensed and strong chords increase their 
volumes that even make the stage tremble. 
The Theme (not for performance) 
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